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8 THINGS TO LEARN FROM IKEA ABOUT MUSEUM DESIGN

During a recent holiday shopping excursion to IKEA, 
while resting on a NORSBORG series chaise and with 
a belly full of meatballs and lingonberry sauce, I took 
a few minutes to pretend I was in a museum rather 
than an overcrowded store. The showrooms were like 
small galleries, and each VARDAGEN drinking glass a 
priceless artifact. But sadly I failed in my fantasy. It was 
just too chaotic to allow a few meditative minutes.

Still, I couldn’t help but make some museum comparisons, and I think 
there are a few lessons that museums and exhibit designers can 
learn from IKEA. Of course, museums and big box stores are not the 
same thing. They have different goals and governance structures, and 
diametrically opposed funding streams; and unquestionably, consumer 
products are not sensitive artifacts.

But there are some similarities, such as having a visitor circulation route, 
a need for intuitive signage, and the delivery of public amenities like 
food, restrooms, and safety. With nearly 400 stores worldwide and over 
900 million visits per year – and annual sales greater than the GDP of 
Serbia – IKEA is doing something right in its mission to lure in visitors 
and keep them engaged. Here are eight things to learn from IKEA about 
museum planning.
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1. HAVE A CLEAR ROUTE

Known as the “Long Natural Path” by employees, IKEA’s main route 
through its stores has two great lessons for museums: First, the pathway 
is clear. Through its scale and colored arrows, along with regularly placed 
“You Are Here” maps, guests know exactly where to go. Second, it’s 
designed to curve approximately every fifty feet, so that guests stay alert 
and intrigued by what’s around each corner. 
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2. PROVIDE SHORTCUTS

In addition to the “Long Natural Path,” IKEA provides quick routes through 
the store: openings that let visitors avoid massive showrooms. They exist 
primarily for life safety reasons, but anyone can use them. In museums, 
visitors often want to bypass galleries they’re not interested in, or head for 
the exit because they’re short on time.

3. PLACE THINGS OFF THE BEATEN PATH

IKEA puts unique spaces to the side of the main circulation route not 
just for square footage efficiency, but because it invites exploring. Within 
museum galleries, small rooms or alcoves, with AV elements or signature 
artifacts, can do the same.

4. MAKE VOLUNTEERS & DOCENTS STAND OUT

Among the visual complexity of stocked BILLY bookcases and a nearly 
continuous movement of customers, it’s extremely easy to spot IKEA 
employees in their bright yellow shirts. The color is eye-catching and 
matches perfectly with IKEA’s simple two-color brand.
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5. STAY ON MESSAGE

Through each enormous store, IKEA has a solid consistency in their 
design: branding, signage, wayfinding, and showroom layouts. When 
museums follow this model, in graphic design, gallery aesthetics, and 
online material, it lets the highlights – the unique artifacts, stories, or 
special exhibits – shine through.

6. LET PEOPLE TOUCH THINGS

A recent Atlas Obscura article encourages touching in museums, not 
just for the visually impaired, but because visitors naturally want to touch 
things. Of course, museums have to be sensitive to things that stores do 
not, but IKEA succeeds in grabbing attention by allowing guests to feel 
objects and move them around.
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7. ENCOURAGE EASY EATING

Museum cafés – whether at contemporary art institutions or children’s 
discovery centers – are notoriously expensive; whereas IKEA provides 
meals at uncomfortably low prices. From $1 hot dogs to a sustainable 
salmon salad for around $8, their food is affordable so that a family visit 
can easily become a nearly day-long experience.
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It bears repeating that IKEA and museums are very different, but as with 
so many public spaces – malls, civic centers, parks, etc. – there are 
crumbs of good design and planning that can be tweaked for use in 
museums. It wasn’t very long ago when Paco Underhill’s classic, Why We 
Buy: The Science of Shopping, was a standard volume on nearly every 
exhibit designer’s bookshelf. In that book, Underhill quotes the Dalai Lama 
who is claimed to have stated, “Shopping is the museum of the twentieth 
century.” Let’s learn what we can from the successes of places like IKEA, 
so that museums become the shops of the twenty-first century.
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8. EXIT THROUGH THE GIFT SHOP

Following the showrooms, IKEA guides its guests through the 
Marketplace, encouraging impulse buys. Whether or not to be this direct 
in museums is often debated, but it has become commonplace in large, 
blockbuster traveling exhibits. At the very least, gift shops should be 
placed close to the exits.


